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 Abstracts 
           Protons coming from the sun to impinge on the auroral region and electrons 
     secondarily precipitated from the outer van Allen belt triggered by protonsof solar 
     origin build up the electric field, which in the ionosphere produces electric currents 
      responsible for the geomagnetic bay. The mechanism ofstorm sudden commencements 
     in high latitudes is shown to be essentially the same as that of bay disturbances. 
 1. Introduction 
   The geomagnetic bay is one of the most simple kinds of disturbances in the 
geomagnetic field, but has remained an unsolved problem. In the auroral zones, one 
observes remarkable  deflections towards the south in the horizontal component of the 
geomagnetic field, sometimes, during several hours around midnight. The range of 
deflection amounts to the order of several hundreds to one or two thousand gammas. 
These disturbances are called geomagnetic bays. 
   It is well known that the auroral acitivity increases simultaneously with the 
appearance of the geomagnetic bay, and besides, the aurora changes its form during the 
course of the geomagnetic bay. Studies on aurorae seem to tell us that there are two 
kinds of particles to cause  aurorae  ; one is protons of solar origin, and the other electrons 
coming from the outer radiation belt. The most important finding about the rela-
tionships between the geomagnetic variation and the aurora is that the ionospheric 
currents responsible for the geomagnetic bay seem to change their sense corresponding 
to the sign of particles. Based on this finding, the author will propose an idea that 
the electric field built up by the electric charge of auroral particles would produce the 
system of ionospheric currents responsible for the geomagnetic bay. In the following 
section, some comments will be made from the observational side to attain the above-
stated idea. In section 3, the author will build up a model due to the above idea, and 
also make an estimation on the geomagnetic field variation to be expected theoretically. 
The agreement with the observations is fairly good. Drift of ionospheric electrons 
associated with the bay disturbance will be explained theoretically in section 4, and in 
section, 5 discussions will be made on the proposed theory of the geomagnetic bay. 
This theory is also able to explain storm sudden commencements in high latitudes, 
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which cannot be explained by Chapman and Ferraro's theory. Sections 6 and 7 will 
be devoted to this problem. 
2. Observational knowledge of the geomagnetic bay and its related 
   phenomena 
   The geomagnetic bay is of world wide extent. In the night-side of middle and low 
latitudes, one observes deflections in the horizontal component simultaneously with 
southward deflections in the auroral zones. The deflection is, however, far smaller in 
middle and low latitudes than in the auroral  zones  ; in general, they are of the order 
of several tens of gammas. In order to have a world-wide view of the geomagnetic 
bay, SILSBEE and VESTINE'S (1942) diagram of equivalent ionospheric urrents is referred
                Fig. 1. System of electric urrents equivalent to the bay 
                         disturbance (SILSBEE and  VESTINE, 1942). 
to most often, which is reproduced in Fig. 1. The senses of current-vortices are 
opposite to each other in the day and night sides. The field variation is much weaker 
in the day side than in the night side. 
   As briefly stated, the auroral activity is intinately related to the geomagnetic 
bay. From several papers on the relationships between them, HEPPNER'S (1954) work 
is cited here, which tells us that the aurora of "homogeneous arc" type appear only 
before the maximum phase of the geomagnetic bay. Rays or homogeneous rayed 
 arcs are apt to appear at the maximum phase, or sometimes before it. After the 
maximum phase neither "homogeneous arc" nor "ray" appear in general, but other 
kinds of aurora such as diffuse rayed patches,  diffuse surfaces, pulsating and glow types 
appear and disappear successively. Sometimes flaming aurorae appear immediately
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after the maximum phase of the bay. 
   Optical studies on aurorae from both theoretical and observational sides inform 
us that only homogeneous  arcs are excited by protons and the other kinds of aurorae 
by electrons. Atomic hydrogen lines such as  H„ and  Ho are observed only in homo-
geneous  arcs (MEINEL, 1951 ; FAN and SHULTE,  1954  ; FAN,  1958  ; OMHOLT, 1957). 
According to CHAMBERLAIN (1954a), the flux of protons of the order of  6.107 protons 
 cm-2  sec-1, of which velocity is greater than 4,000  km/sec, is necessary to excite 
homogeneous  arcs of moderate intensity. The dispersion of velocities, which covers 
the range of velocity from 500 km/sec to 10,000 km/sec, is required to explain 
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Fig. 2a. A typical case showing auroral displays in relation to the 
     geomagnetic bay disturbance  (HEPPNER, 1954). 
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            Fig. 2b. Another typical case showing auroral displays in relation 
                     to the geomagnetic bay disturbance (HEPPNER,1954).
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Doppler broadening in hydrogen lines, and the flux spectrum against velocity is 
obtained as follows in comparison with the observations (CHAMBERLAIN, 1954b, 1957). 
 F  (u,  0)  du  dS2  oc (
a2u2)2 cos2  8  du  d  S2  (2  .  1) 
where  cv--0.12 108 cm/sec,  dS2 and 0 means respectively the  differential solid angle 
and the angle of incidence to the magnetic line of force. The total flux of protons is 
estimated to be of the order of  4.102 protons  cm-2  sec-1 in order that the flux of particles 
swifter than  4.103 km/sec may amount to  6.107  cm-2  sec-1. On the other hand, there 
are several reasons to accept the view that the other kinds of aurorae are due to
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 electron bombardment. Soft radiations detected by the balloon-mounted counters 
 (MEREDITH, GOTTLIEB, VAN ALLEN,  1955) which are apt to appear simultaneously with 
 "ray" and "pulsating" aurorae are attributed to x-rays, of which photon-energy is 
 of the order of 10 to 100  key, and flux of the order of  103 to  105 cm-2  sec-1  (VAN ALLEN, 
 1957). In order to give rise to the x-ray emission fron aurorae,  \VINCKLER, PETERSON, 
ARNOLDY and HOFFMAN (1958, 1959) invoked "bremstrahlung" from electrons with 
energy of the order of 10 to 100  key, of which flux may be of the order of 106 to  108 
 cm-2  sec-1. It is very likely that such electrons could come from the outer VAN Allen 
belt. They would strongly ionize the lower ionosphere to give rise to "black outs", 
which are indeed apt to appear simultaneously with pulsating aurorae (MEEK, 1953). 
The emission of N2+ from pulsating aurorae is also suggested to be due to fast electrons 
 (OMHOLT, 1957). The energy-spectrum of electrons falling from the radiation belt is 
not yet clear. According of CHAMBERLAIN (1956), rays are due to electrons, of which 
energy and flucx are of the order of 106 cm/sec and 1012 cm-2  sec-1 respectively. The 
mean flux may be of the order of 1010  cm-2/sec, if the average diameter of rays is of the 
order of 1/10 of the average mutual distance between rays. 
   According to NIKOLSKY (1956, 1957b, 1957c), the geographical isochrons or lines 
of simultaneous occurrence (simultaneous in G.M.T.) of maxima of geomagnetic dis-
turbances in the region north to the geomagnetic latitude about 60°N constitute asystem 
of spirals as predicted by  STORMER  (1955). The sense of spirals suggests that imping-
ing particles are charged particles of positive sign. They are probably protons of solar 
origin, of which trace is caught as atomic hydrogen lines in homogeneous  arcs. The 
isochrons of maxima of radio wave absorption are very similar to those of geomagnetic 
disturbances  (NIKOLSKY,  1957a  : HOPE, 1956). HAKURA (1958) presented a beautiful 
example of spiral patterns of ionospheric absorption, which were obtained during a 
main phase of a geomagnetic storm. It seems contradictory at first that the sense 
of the spiral pattern of ionospheric absorption corresponds to that of positive charged 
particles, because not protons but electrons are recponsible for the ionization of the 
lower ionosphere as stated already. The answer to this is that electrons responsible 
for ionospheric absorptions and perhaps for aurorae except homogeneous  arcs do not 
come from the sun, but from the outer van Allen belt secondarily, being triggered by 
precipitated solar protons. Electrons of solar origin would be deflected by the ter-
restrial magnetic field, and can not invade the terrestrial upper atmosphere. Even 
electrons with energies comparable to those of the outer VAN Allen belt may be unable 
to impinge on the terrestrial upper atmosphere from the sun directly. 
   As regards the relationships between aurorae and bays, there is an important 
observational fact to be added, which FAN (1958) discovered. Magnetic urves of the 
horizontal component deflect owards the north at first when homogeneous  arcs appear, 
and then, deflects towards the south when flaming aurorae take the place of homo-
geneous  arcs. One can find this trend in Heppner's observations. Slight deflections 
towards the north of magnetic ruves of the horizontal component can be seen in Figs. 
2 a and b, corresponding to the appearance-times of homogeneous  arcs. Combining
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this fact to the above stated findings on the electric charges of auroral particles, one 
may draw out an idea that the electric field built up by the electric charge of auroral 
particles would produce the system of ionospheric currents responsible for the 
geomagnetic bay. At first, electric currents flow eastwards in the ionosphere at auroral 
latitudes when solar protons impinge on the terrestrial upper atmosphere, and then, 
the ionospheric currents change their sense toward the west corresponding to precipi-
tation of electrons coming from the outer VAN Allen belt, which are responsible for other 
types of aurorae except and following the first homogeneous  arcs. 
3. Model and calculation 
   According to the above stated idea, the problem of the geomagnetic bay is reduced 
to find what will happen when charged particles, say, of positive sign impinge on the 
ionosphere of the  auroral region.  It is assumed that protons uniformly impinge on a 
region with flux F, which is sected by two latitude circles, of which geomagnetic colati-
F
                Fig. 3. Reference diagram for the theory of the geomagneitc 
                       bay (the author). 
tudes are taken to be  Oo and  6,„+ao, (Figs. 3).  3b, given by  amo, is the width of 
the auroral zone, where a may be taken to be approximately equal to the earth's radius. 
The problem is simplified to an axisymmetric ase. 
   Let us imagine a surface of revolution of a magnetic line of force, 
 r  =  re  sin2  0  (3.1) 
The line of force cuts the geomagnetic equator plane at a point, of which distance from
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the geomagnetic center is  re. The colatitude of the point, at which the line of force 
cuts the earth's surface, is given by  cose-1(re/a)1/2. Then, the electric potential will 
become approximately constant on the surface of revolution, since the electric con-
ductivity is far better in the direction along magnetic lines of force than normal to them. 
It is expressed mathematically by a condition that 
                      r   U sin2 0)                const. (3.2) 
where U means the potential function. Then, the electric field is always normal to 
that surface, and its intensity distribution along the magnetic line of force is given by 
 1   E  =  E, 
sin3B1/(1-F3 cos2 0) (3.3) 
where  E, is the electric field intensity at the geomagnetic equator plane  (0=-7712). 
   Let df be a surface-element of the surface of revolution of the magnetic line of 
force (1) sected by two meridian planes, of which angle of interesection is  4, and by two 
latitude cricles, of which colatitudes are 0 and  0±d0, 
 df  =  re2  sin4  0  -V(1  +3  cos2  0)  d  0  dy5 (3.4) 
   The intensity of electric currents flowing through the surface element df,  jd0d49, 
is given by 
 jd0d0=o-IEdf (3.5) 
where  c- means the electric conductivity normal to the magnetic line of force and 
along to the electric field.  0-1 in the terrestrial exopshere is given by 
                                 co                                 = II(3.6) 
                                              0)2+7)2 
where  do means the electric conductivity parallel to the magnetic lines of force,  co is 
the electron gyro-frequency in the terrestrial magnetic field, and  p represents the 
collision frequency of an electron with ions. Neutral particles are so meager in the exo-
sphere that the electric conductivity is not affected by them. The exopsheric 
atmosphere is assumed to consist of electrons and protons, of which number densities 
are both  103 per cubic centimeters. The temperature is taken to be  1,500°K. Then, 
the collision frequency is of the order of 1 sec, which is smaller than the electron gyro-
frequency within about 100 earth radii distance, and thus, the electric conductivity there 
is given by 
 z,2  0-11,2 76  
 (3.7)                          I II (02  f a° 0)20  1+  3  cos2  0
where  0)0=5.3.106  sec-1 means the electron gryo-frequency at the geomagnetic equator 
on the earth's surface. Therefore, j d0  dcb becomes 
                  j d0 all1)22r,8E„sin130 d0(3.8) 
                                    aC00 
   Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the relative intensity of the current  j(0) upon 
the geomagnetic colatitudes. Most of the electric currents flow around the  equator,
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the exospheric current intensity versus 
       colatitudes (the author).
The total current flowing through the surface sected by the two meridian planes is 
given by 
 d95  I  dO  =  KeEodch 
where 
 7r-  (J02 it/2 
                       B! v             KoE,—j d6+(21(02,r,8 f sin13 0 d 0)E,  (3.  9)      oo o, 
   On the other hand, electric currents flowingthrough the ionosphere is given by 
 KiEockl), where 
 —  2  aEli/(1+3  cos2  0o) 
                                      sin2  00 
and  Xi_  =1013  esu=the integrated cross conductivity of the ionosphere. 
   Table 1 shows that  Ki is larger or smaller than Ke acording to 00 is larger or smaller 
than the critical colatitidue  0,, which is about 17.5°. 
   If charged particles of positive sign impingeon the model  auroral zone as depicted 
in Fig. 5, electric currents would flow towards the geomagnetic poles up to the colati-
tudes 00 and  7r—Os, and then, they  would
flow in the exosphere around the equator 
towards the interplanetary space. In a 
steady state, the amount of electric charge 
flowing outwards from the  auroral zone is 
equal to the amount of electric charge 
brought to the auroral zones by auraral 
particles. The intensity of electric currents 
flowing  towards, say, the north (south)  pole,
Table. 1.
 00(°)
90 
70 
50 
30 
25.5 
22.5 
17.5 
12.5 
2.5
 xi
2.6 1021 
3.4 
6.4 
2.4 1022 
2.6 
3.2 
6.6 
1.1 1023 
2.6 1024
Ke
0 
2.1 
6.9 
6.5 
7.1 
4.7 
2.2 
4.2 
5.7
1015 
 1015 
 1019 
1020 
1021 
1023 
1025 
 1036
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Fig. 5. Flow of the 
       interplanetary
electric 
 space
charge of auroral 
(the author).
particles towards
across the northern  (southern)edge of the northern (southern) auroral zone is given by 
1/2  enb, which amounts to  10' esu assuming that the proton-flux  F=4.10°  cm-2 
 sec-1 and the width of the auroral zone  8=100 km. The magnetic field variation is 
200 gammas-deflect towards the west. The HALL conductivity is two or four times 
larger than the cross conductivity in the ionosphere and the sense of the HALL currents 
is parallel to the vector product of the terrestrial magnetic field and the electric field 
 (KAMIYAMA, 1957). The field variation is, therefore, 400 to 800 gammas towards the 
north. 
   It is highly probale that the instability will be caused in the terrestrial magnetic 
field in the exospheric region due to the electric currents flowing along the magnetic 
lines of force. The magnetic field instability would let the VAN Allen particles (electrons) 
impinge on the ionosphere. When electrons come down on the ionosphere from the 
outer VAN Allen belt, the sense of the electric field as well as the ionospheric urrents 
in reversed as seen obviously, if the amount of negative charged particles would 
surpass that of positive charged particles. The magnetic field deflection is 1000 to 
2000 gammas to the south (in the northern auroral region), if the electron flux is  1010 
 cm-2  sec-1, and the width of the impinging region is 100 km. Agreement with observa-
tions can be said to be fairly good in view of uncertainty of the numerical values of 
auroral and exospheric data. 
   The above idealizedsymmetric model is only for showing the order of variation. 
The actual phenomenon is, of course, not axisymmetric as shown by SILSBEE and 
VESTINE'S (1942) diagram. Even the following extended interpretation, which is 
sometimes made use of, is already  idealized  : A geomagnetic bay in actuality might be 
pictured as a steady variation in time, that is, steady growth and decay of the SILSBEE 
and VESTINE'S currents. Considerable smoothness of registration-curves in middle 
and  low latitude stations seem to support this view. However, magnetic urves in 
auroral stations how zigzag forms, of which range sometimes amounts to the order of
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1,000  gammas, too large to be considered as statistical fluctuations from the mean 
curve. Instead, one may be led to an idea that zigzag forms are of physical reality 
 (NIKOLSKY,  1947) and accumulation of them results in a smooth bay when averaged 
 (FUKUSHIMA,  1953  ; HEPPNER, 1954). BURDO (1955) confirmed that there is no 
persisitent disturbance unrelated to zigzag fluctuations in high latitudes. 
   Picturing ionospheric urrents responsible not for the averaged istrubance but 
for individual zigzag variations,  FUKUSHIMA (1953) found that the most simple one 
corresponds to that which an electric dipole situated in the auroral region would give 
rise to in the ionospheric onducting layer with the dipole moment approximately 
parallel to geomagnetic latitude cricles. 
   It reminds us of polar elementary stomrs found out by BIRKELAND (1908, 1913), 
and by this nomenclature, a geomagnetic bay in actuality is given as the superposi-
tion of different polar elementary stomrs, which occur in  different places and develop 
in time in different ways. The problem is, therefore, reduced to find how an electric 
dipole representing a polar elementary storm could be formed by impinging auroral 
particles. According to  STORMER (1955), a bunch of charged particles coming from the 
sun impinge on the earth as a thin-blade-formed arc nearly parallel to a geomagnetic 
latitude circle, the length of an arc being of the order of several hundred kilometers. 
It is, therefore, anticipated that the width of the precipitation region along geomag-
netic meridians is much shorter than the length along the geomagnetic latitdue cricle. 
Observations also support this veiw. Our above calculations may be adapted, 
therefore, to a greater part of the precipitation region except around the two edges, 
east and west. A system of strong currents may be closed almost by return currents 
in the ionosphere, especially in the region between  0, and  7r0,. The effect is 
equivalent o that an electric dipole would produce. 
4. Drift of ionospheric electrons 
   It is well known that ionospheric electrons drift when geomagnetic bays take place 
(MEINEL and SHULTE, 1953). The drift velocity is greater when the geomagnetic 
disturbance is the more severe (MAXWELL, 1955). The drift velocity amounts to 
1,000 ,/sec at the time of a severe geomagnetic bay. The sense of the drift is reversed 
to that of the ionospheric urrents responsblie for the bay (HEPPNER, 1954). For 
instance, ionospheric electrons drift eastwards when the magnetic urve of the horizontal 
component deflects to the south. 
   In a plane normal to the terrestrial magnetic field, the mobility of the ionospheric 
electrons is the greatest o the direction normal to the electric field. The mobility b 
is given by 
 b eco(41) 
                                   me (02+,2 
where  sec-1, the electron gyro-frequency, is much greater than  v105  sec-1, 
the collision frequency of an electron with neutral particles, and thus, becomes  5.101° 
esu. At the edge of the auroral zone, the intensity of the electric field is given by
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 (1/2)  eF8b/E1, where  2'1=10" esu means the integrated cross conductivity of the iono-
sphere. Assuming that  F=101° cm-2 se-1                               cand  Sb=100 km,the electric field intensity 
becomes  2.5.10-6 esu, and the drift velocity becomes  1.25-  105  cm/sec  =1,250  m/sec. 
The sense of the electron drift is the vector product of the electric field and the terrestrial 
magnetic field, just reversed to that of the HALL currents. 
5. Discussions 
   The SILSBEE and  VESTINE'S (1942) diagram seems to present a difficulty for the 
model proposed here. According to their diagram, the system of electric currents in 
the dayside is represented by a system of eastward currents in the day-side auroral 
zone. The diagram refers to the maximum phase of the bay, and charged particles 
responsible for the current-system in the night-side are electrons. If electrons would 
also be responsible for the day-side currents, the currents in the day-side should  be 
westward by the theory developed above. 
   The difficulty is, however, not to be taken seriously, since the SILSBEE and VESTINE'S 
diagram is a little uncertain as regards the current system in the day-side.  FUKUSHIMA 
(1959) drew attention to the fact that the intensity of the day-side currents is  over-
estimated. In addition, the author cannot help being led to an idea that the geogra-
phical extent is also overestimated. It may also be possible that the disturbance 
field at the low and middle latitude regions in the day-side would be connected to the 
system of the  auroral zone currents not in the day-side but in the night-side. Several 
cases have been reported that disturbing forces at the middle and low latitude 
stations, on both sunlit and dark hemispheres, took maxima nearly at the same time 
as the auroral zone currents in the night-side, whereas the auroral zone currents in the 
day-side seemed to become most strong a few tens of minutes later  (FuKusHimA, 1953). 
   The total flux of impinging particles is essential for the theory developedabove. 
The average flux of the order of  108'-''9  to 10°"-"°  cm-2  sec-1 is necessary according to 
whether the width of the precipitation region is of the order of 1,000 km or 100 km. 
 6. Unification of the Chaman-Ferraro theory and the  StOrmer theory 
   As seen from the discussions in the preceding sections, the mechanism of imping-
ing of solar charged particles upon the earth has an important meaning on the theory 
of the geomagnetic bay. The CHAMPMAN and FERRARO'S theory (abbrev. herein 
with the C-F theory) (1931, a, b, 1932, a, b,) can hardly explain how solar charged 
particles impinge on the earth. According to the C-F theory, a stream of solar charg-
ed particles is to be arrested at several earth's radii distance from the earth's center. 
Therefore, the theory leads to an unavoidable conclusion that solar charged particles 
cannot pass over the frontal surface, but they can do so through only the two neutral 
points on the front where the magnetic field vanishes. The neutral points are situated 
within a plane involving the earth's dipole and the advance-direction of the stream 
front at the heights  ±  (1/-V-ME,, from the equatorial plane, where  Eo is the distance of the 
stream front from the earth's center  (DUNGEY, 1958). CHAPMAN and FERRARO (1931b)
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suggests that particles could pass through the two neutral points with no retardation 
and impinge on the earth's upper atmosphere along the magnetic lines of force coming 
through near the neutral points. Their suggestion, however, does not explain the 
precipitation of auroral particles to the night-side where aurorae appear most often. 
   On the other hand,  SToRmER's theory (abbrev. herein with the S theory), sug-
gesting that solar particles of positive sign behaving as single particles in the earth's 
dipole magnetic field would be responsible for the auroral activity, succeeded in ex-
plaining the pattern of precipitation, at least, quantitatively. The S theory, however, 
has been met by several reproaches, one of which is that the velocity of solar par-
ticles, about 108 cm/sec, (particles are presumably protons) is too slow to make the 
particles impinge upon such lower latitude regions as the usual auroral zone; they should 
impinge on the regions of which colatitudes are only of the order of several degrees 
(CHAPMAN and BARTELS, 1940). E. BRUCHE (1931) shows experimentally, however, 
that particles can precipitate on lower latitude regions, if westward ring-currents are 
applied. The existence of such westwards ring currents is conjectured to explain the 
main phase decreases. Therefore, distortion of the earth's magnetic field corresponding 
to the main phase decrease may be able to assist overcome this difficulty. 
   Another opposition is directed to the point, essential for theS theory, that solar 
particles would behave as single particles. From this assumption, one might derive 
an extended interpretation that the basis of the S theory consists in an untenable as-
sumption that the solar corpuscular stream consists of particles with one kind of 
electric charge. A stream of charged particles of one kind of sign is to be dispersed 
due to electrostatic repulsions during their travel from the sun to the earth  (SHUSTER, 
1911). In the author's opinion, however, the S theory does not necessarily demand 
such an assumption, but only maintains that the effects of the electromagnetic fields 
secondarily induced within the stream may be sufficiently small compared to that of the 
earth's main magnetic field. Namely, it is sufficient for the S theory, if the electric 
field E and the Lorentz force  (1/  c)  up  A  h in the equation of motion of, say, a proton, 
                          du,                  pdtr—e(E+ —1upA (Ho+h)) (6.1) 
may be neglected compared to the term of the Lorentz force due to theearth's main 
magnetic field. On the other hand, in the  C—F theory, the  effects of the induced 
electromagnetic fields are sufficiently important to cancel that of the earth's main 
magnetic field. One may, therefore, easily see that the C-F theory and the S theory 
are the two extremes with respect to the interpretation of the induced electromagnetic 
fields. The distinction between them does not concern the composition of the cor-
puscular stream. 
   A fundamental theorem of hydromagnetics that the induced electromagnetic 
fields are more significant as the linear dimension of the pattern of the fields is 
larger suggests that the formation of a sufficiently wide frontal surface may be es-
sential for the C-F theory. Thus, we are forced to be led to a consideration of the 
hydromagnetic behaviour of a corpuscular cloud of finite size, on an expectation that
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it would tend to the case of the S theory with a decreasing size of the cloud. When 
a corpuscular cloud of finite size approaches the earth, it becomes maller, compressed 
by the pressure of the earth's magnetic field, and less retarded; retardation is less 
important, as the linear dimension of the cloud is smaller. On the other hand, the 
earth's magnetic field is apt to diffuse into the cloud more easily, and therefore, it turns 
out that the Lorentz forces separate particles of positive sign from those of negative 
sign. When the cloud advances more close to the earth, the Lorentz force being more 
 effective due to the increasing field intensity and the less retardation will separate 
positive particle from negative ones  (AKASOFU, 1958; CHAPMAN and FERRARO, 1931a). 
After this stage, the LORENTZ force overcomes the electrostatic attraction between 
positive and negative particles  (AKASOFU, 1958) and thus motions of particles will be 
governed mainly by the magnetic field of the earth as in the S theory. 
   Therefore, particles forming a cloud of sufficiently small size are dispersed by the 
earth's magnetic field and some of dispersed particles precipitate upon the earth as 
predicted by  St&men Protons are apt to precipitate on the earth more easily due to 
their greater egidities than electrons. 
   When the earth advances into a steady flow of a  diffuse edge of a stream of 
corpuscular clouds of small size and spaced with sufficient distances each others, the 
results are the gradual increase in the average of the horizontal component at the 
earth's surface with fluctuations, and impinging of particles upon the earth's upper 
atmosphere which are to behave as single particles. On the other hand, a great number 
of corpuscular clouds of small size, which rush from the sun into the interplanetary 
space would produce a shock front there (GOLD, 1955; SINGER, 1956; AKASOFU, 1957), 
which behaves as a cloud of large scale to be responsible for the sudden commencement. 
Particles coming through the two neutral points on the shock front will finally behave 
as single particles because of their small cross sections. 
7. Storm sudden commencements in high latitudes 
   A typical geomagnetic storm begins with a rapid increase in the horizontal com-
ponent of the geomagnetic field, which one names the sudden commencement (abbrev. 
with ssc). This ssc uprise, however, is sometimes accompanied by a negative kick on 
a registration-curve of the horizontal component, which preceds everal minutes to the 
main ssc uprise (abbrev. with  m.i.). A sudden commencement preceded with this 
preliminary reverse impulse (p.r.i.) is marked with ssc*, of which occurrence is dif-
ficult to understand by the C-F theory. 
   According to NAGATA (1952), the ratio of the maximum deflection of p.r.i. to 
that of the total range of ssc  (p.r.i.H-m.i.) is greater in a higher latitude station. In 
addition, the above mentioned ratio on a certain geomagnetic latitude shows a diurnal 
variation corresponding to that of the occurrence frequency of  ssc* as noticed by 
NEWTON (1948). The geographical distribution of the p.r.i. field may be represented 
with a system of ionospheric currents which resembles very much that due to an 
electric dipole as in the case of polar elementary storms; currents flow from 09 h to
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21 h in the nothern polar cap with return currents consisting of a clockwise vortex in 
the afternoon and a weaker counterclockwise one in the forenoon. 
   According to NIKOLSKY  (1957c), there are four impact-zones for solar charge 
particles, which are predicted by the S theory. If the sign of charged particles is 
positive, they fall around 09 h, 03 h, 21 h and 15 h longitudes, and their latitudes are 
higher in this turn. Combining this fact with the theory of the bay proposed by the 
author, one can see that VAN ALLEN'S electrons falling to the earth's upper atmos-
phere triggered by solar particles impinging upon the 03 h impact zone gives rise to this 
system of currents. At the time of ssc, the terrestrial magnetic field in the exospheric 
region is compressed by the solar charged particle stream  (KAT° and WATANABE, 1958), 
and thus, the solar particles would impinge 
upon higher latitudes than the usual case.  July  /2  .419  f6t. 23  '52 
Therefore, the dipole element, origin of the
currents, is nearer to the pole, and currents 
push out to the afternoon side more distinctly 
than in the case of the bay. This trend is 
intensified due to a fact that currents are 
apt to concentrate to the regions of better 
ionospheric conductivity, that is, towards 
the noon-meridian. 
   Besides  ssc*'s discussed above, there is 
another type of ssc's, beginning with an 
uprise and followed by a decrease in the 
horizontal component, of which trend in time 
is just reversed to the case of ssc'*. This
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type of ssc's will be noted Sc-'s according to MATSUSHITA (see Fig. 6) (1957). 
   Fig. 7 shows the dependence of the occurrence-frequency of each type of ssc's on 
both geomagnetic and local time. The ssc's concentrating between 12 h and 18 h 
 L.MT.'s presumably correspond to a system of currents discussed above. On the 
other hand,  Sc-'s between 06 h and 12 h longitudes and ssc*'s crowding around 21 h 
longitude may be explained by an electric dipole situated near the geomagnetic pole,
Fig. 8. Idealized current-systems 
from above the north pole 
in a few minutes from the
for the first and main stages of a ssc viewed  
. The polar electric dipole rotates clockwise 
first stage to the main stage  (OcuTi, 1956).
 1,4 IN 
Fig. 9.  illustrative stream forms. The upper pictures are the equatorial views and 
        the lower pictures are the north  views of the same proton-stream forms.
        The stream is advanced upward progressively from left to right in the lower 
        pictures, corresponding to a succession of proton streams produced by the 
        rotation of the sun. Production of first or  "dawn" contact in  D.  E. and 
        F. Stream crosses the equatorial plane and makes second or "midnight" 
        contacts in L. M. N, and 0 (BENNETT, 1958).
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of which moment is directed from 15 h to 03 h. 
   According to a minute analysis of ssc data, storm sudden commencements in high 
latitudes, say, in the northern hemisphere is pictured as follows  (0Guri,  1956)  : The 
system of ionospheric urrents equivalent o ssc's in high latitudes is due to an electric 
dipole, which appears near the geomagnetic north pole and rotates in several minutes 
clockwise viewed from above. (see Fig. 8) 
   When a narrow beam of solar particles of positive sign approaches and sweeps the 
earth from the east to west according to the solar rotation, particles impinge at first 
on the 09 h impact-zone, next on the 03 h zone, and finally on the 21 h zone (Fig. 9) 
(BENNETT, 1958, 1959). Therefore, three electric dipoles appear and disappear in 
success near the geomagnetic pole with the moments directed from 15 h to 03 h, 09 h 
to 21 h, and 03 h to 15 h respectively. The time scale of the whole process is equal 
to the time, in which a particle beam sweeps a distance of several earth's radii near 
the earth; that is, a few minutes, comparable to the time scale of ssc* and  Sc's. 
8. Conclusions 
   A cloud of solar charged particles of large scale will push back the lines of force of 
the terrestrial magnetic field towards the earth, giving rise to the ssc uprise on the 
earth's surface as suggested by CHAPMAN and FERRARO. On the other hand, a cloud 
of finite size will be eventually dispersed by the terrestiral magneitc field, and each 
particle will behave as a single particle in the terrestrial magnetic field as in the 
 STORMER'S theory. 
   Protonsare more likely to impinge on the earth than electrons, and their trace 
is found out as hydrogen lines in spectra of homogeneous  arcs. Solar protons imping-
ing on the earth induce precipitation of electrons of the outer VAN ALLEN belt, which 
are responsible for all the other types of aurorae except homogeneous  arcs. The elec-
tric field set up by the electric charge of precipitated particles produces electric currents 
in the ionosphere, which are responsible for the geomagnetic bay disturbance. 
   When two narrow beams of solar particles coming through the two neutral points 
on the frontal surface of the corpuscular stream sweep the earth from east to west, 
particles of the two beams precipitate on the polar regions in the two other hemispheres. 
Particles which, for instance, impinge on the northern polar region, draw a spiral 
pattern, clockwise veiwed from above, in a few minutes. This process explains well 
storm sudden commencements in high latitudes. 
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